The story of Muziris starts from early 3000 BC when Babylonians, Assyrians and Egyptians and later Arabs and Phoenicians came to the Malabar Coast in search of spices; Muziris in Kodungallur entered into the cartography of World trade map. Tamil Sangam literature (300BC to 300AD) describes Roman ships coming to Muziris laden with gold to be exchanged for pepper, turning Muziris into the hub of a major spice trade. Evidence from a papyrus in the Vienna museum speaks of trade agreement between Muziris and Alexandria indicating that a substantial amount of trade flourished between India and the Greco Roman world that passed through Muziris. (Chera chief) , the city that bestows wealth to its visitors indiscriminately, and the merchants of the mountains, and the merchants of the sea, the city where liquor abounds, yes, this Muciri, were the rumbling ocean roars, is given to me like a marvel, a treasure 2 .
With its streets, its houses, its covered fishing boats, where they sell fish, where they pile up rice-with the shifting and mingling crowd of a boisterous river-bank were the sacks of pepper are heaped up-with its gold deliveries, carried by the ocean-going ships and brought to the river bank by local boats, the city of the gold-collared Kuttuvan
1 Against All Odds (2012), DCBooks, p. 20. 2 The Purananuru is a Tamil poetic work in the Eṭṭuthokai, one of the eighteen melkanakku noolgal. It is a treatise on kingship: what a king should be, how he should act, how he should treat his subjects and how he should show his generosity. The Purananuru is one of the eight books in the secular anthology of Sangam literature and is entirely unique in Indian literature, which are nearly all religious texts during this era. The Purananuru is a source of information on the political and social history of prehistoric Tamil Nadu.
Pliny the Elder gives a description of voyages to India in the 1st century AD. He refers to many Indian ports in his The Natural History (which became a model for later encyclopedias and scholarly works).
The The current port of Kochi was first formed in 1341 AD when there was a tsunami -like disaster following which the river Periyar flooded its banks altering the geography and burying the ancient port of Muziris. And so, on the 12/12/2012, the Kochi-Muziris Biennale opened to great success in the area known as Fort Cochin/Mattancherry in the larger area of Kochi. Bose Krishnamachari, the biennale's cofounder, attributes this (success) to the city's history and cultural profile. The book serving as a record of this first Biennale is titled Against All Odds. It charts the stormy waters leaning up to the opening day, providing an insight into the vision, the politics, the negative campaigns, but ultimately, its' great success. There was nothing to start with -no infrastructure, only a town with some disused colonial warehouses and bungalows. And a vision. A vision to create India's first Art Biennale to transform contemporary art in the country. This vision was a result of an idea by Kerala born artists Bose Krishnamachari and Riyas Komu who had left to further their artistic careers but had always hoped to return. In the Preface to the book, Bose describes those times: 
From a global perspective we also need to examine the artist as manifest in expanding geographies, and a redefinition of the regions of art. The two-day international symposium to coincide with the first Kochi-Muziris Biennale will discuss these issues pertinent to the biennale8. Santiago Sierra (2012) Destroyed Word ( installation view of video)
It presented "Let's Talk"; a series of lectures. It revitalized Durbar Hall
9
. Its' educational outreach programmes gave 50 students from 11 colleges a chance to be a part of India's first Biennale and interact with some of the best contemporary artists from across the globe. It revived traditional art forms.
On the left. Robert Montgomery (2012) Fado Music in Reverse.
And in doing so it changed Fort Cochin/Mattancherry. Locals referred to it as OUR Biennale; indeed the very word Biennale inserted itself into the lexicon. There were 8 http://www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/kochi-muziris-biennale-india/ 9 Durbar Hall was a heritage structure in Ernakulam City which was transformed into a world class exhibition space by the Kochi Biennale Foundation as one of their first projects. The work was carefully completed without affecting the heritage status of the building. 300,000 visitors in that first year and this grew to 500,000 in 2014 and even more in 2016. Biennales have proliferated globally often as a means to "use" culture as an economic driver resulting in a global mobility of artists, curators, gallerists, critics, collectors and visitors on an international level that brings with it the potential for urban regeneration and economic dispersion. In Fort Cochin/Mattancherry this benefit was obvious to homestay owners, restaurants, tea shops, postcard sellers, rickshaw drivers . Local people stepped up, on an individual level, realising what the biennale was doing for them, socio-economically and culturally, and in terms of putting Kochi on the international culture map. The Biennale venues were opened up to the public using public spaces, or allowing access to venues from which the public is usually excluded, and in so doing created a sense of the use of space "out of the ordinary". (Harvey 1990: 99 Our identities are shaped by the stories we hear and tell about ourselves over time. While certain aspects of identity are fixed and unchangeable , our social identity is formed in relationship to others. They are produced in our encounters with other people and can be understood as forms of "everyday performances" or "masks" that we wear differently depending on who we are with and what we want to present about ourselves. Spirit of Place (Genius Loci) refers to a unique, distinctive and cherished aspect of a place as much in the invisible weave of culture as it is in the tangible physical aspects of place: a new layer of ley lines, feng shui, leftover spaces 12 . This spirit reflects how a city functions in real time as people move through time and space. And so here I am, living, loving my liminal life. I work with/inhaibit various personae which act as filters for my past. They set up the instruments for my exploration and interrogation of identity. I weave notions of
